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Newsletter volume 8 May6th-June 6th 2006-The Chinese Month of Snake

FREE FENG SHUI ITEMS- misterfengshui will give away items such as Chinese
Paintings, Decorative Ornaments, Figurines every month for newsletter subscribers (up
to five per month while stock last)-check out our newsletter for winners! This month
winners are:
Alan Chong (KL, Malaysia)
Maria Smith (Dakota, USA)
Jessie Meirs (London, England)
Zokotie Sacra (Tanzania, Africa)
Matias Dilon (Paris, France)
Please forward me your full and accurate address and allow time for delivery!

Just released:
To Improve The Quality of Your Life With the POWER
of Feng Shui- by Kerby Kuek, will change your life and
energies: Get it now and order online
ISBN: 1-4120-8281-1
Click here:
http://www.trafford.com/4dcgi/view-item?item=11558

Coming soon: The One-Minute Feng Shui by Kerby Kuek
Get email alert when is ready:
http://www.trafford.com/4dcgi/notification-form?item=16910&7654246-19849aaa

Feng Shui is part of us….
Feng Shui involves studying the environment to create desired outcomes that you might not
otherwise consider. Just as the subatomic particles that comprise us cannot be separated
from the space, time and particles surrounding us, living beings cannot be isolated from the
subtle energies of the environment in which we live in.
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Travel Feng ShuiShui-Overall
Travel is a kind of remedy for Feng shui that will rejuvenate a person’s life journey. The destination is
rather critical for different persons. If you are already equipped with ‘kind’ energies (based on your life
reading), going to the right destination will help boost these energies further and create synergistic
outcomes. If you equipped with ‘unkind’ energies (based on your life reading) then going to the right
destination will help to reduce your unkind energies and burdens of life.

Winter born persons (Oct 9th

Summer born persons (May 5th to

to Feb 3rd)

August 7th)

If you are born in winter, you are a heavy
Water element person. As such, you
should travel south or southwest to help
elevate your kind energies or reduce your
unkind energies. Bring out a map and
find out the venue of your birthplace and
from there you can figure out where to go
for your best locations to travel.
Alternatively, you can use your country as
a focal point, divide it into eight parts, and
dictate where the south and southwest
locations are.

If you are born in the hot summer, you are a
Fire element person that requires the
balancing agent of water and water
represents the North sector. Find out your
birthplace and travel north to harness your
best possible energies. You can use your
country as a focal point, divide it into four
parts, and dictate where the North location is.
Travel north if you need soul-searching, a
sabbatical, or whenever you feel like getting
away from your area. This is where you can
reduce your unkind energies and harness the
kind energies into your life.

Spring born persons (Feb 4th to May 5th)
Spring is heavy in Wood and Earth is what you need to fence off an excessive wood element.
In this case northwest is the solution. Divide your country into eight parts and find out where
the places that located in the Northwest and fly there! This way you can be assured to attract
kind energies into your life.

Autumn born persons (August 8th to Oct 9th)
Autumn season is associated with the Metal element so a Wood element is required to
rebalance such portfolio. Wood represents the direction of East. Bring out a map and find out the
venue of your birthplace and from there you can figure out where to go for your best location to
travel. In addition, you can use your country as a focal point, divide it into four parts, and dictate
where the East sector is. Make sure you do follow such favorable location(s) to harness your
best kind energies to bring back to your home or office.
Please write to editor@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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